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ACOUSTICS MEET LIGHTING

MADE IN AUSTRIA

SONO LED
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ACOUSTICS
Is the doctrine of sound and its
propagation.

ROOM 
ACOUSTICS
Is concerned with the effect of the 
structural conditions of a room on 
those in it the sound event taking 
place or, to put it simply, the room 
acoustics deals with the
sound propagation in rooms.

With professional acoustic
equipment succeeds
"Disruptive factor" noise effectively
to reduce.
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SONO LED 
luminous sound 
absorbers

Combines light and acoustic
solutions for a functional
space concept.

With the help of sound-absorbing,
frameless and self-supporting 
aPerf® acoustic panels
recycled PET.

ADVANTAGE:

Supports well-being and the 
ability to concentrate.

Creates a pleasant atmosphere
and background noise.

Printed surface for your own and 
individual design.
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1 raw plate contains
Ø 288 recycled

PET bottles

Plates made of fibers with the 
Oeko-Tex® standard

(Certification)

resourcesgentle 
and

CO2-friendly

maximum
sound absorbing

(Class A)

flame retardant,
according to DIN 4102-1 for

the test mark B1

highly efficient LED
technology

SU

STAINABILITY
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Office concept with acoustic light SONO-LED LEWO38 LENS
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Office concept with SONO-LED ROUND E27 and SONO-LED LEWO38 REFLECTOR
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 sound absorbing - highest absorber class (A)

 made from recycled polyester fibers

 highly compressed and therefore inherently stable

 hardly inflammable according to DIN 4102 B 1

 free of formaldehyde and other chemically and toxicologically questionable additives

 printable or paintable (for an individual design)

 allergy-friendly (100% made of fibers with the label Oeko-Tex® Standard 100)

 Production is resource-saving, short transport routes and 100% recyclable, CO2-friendly

 breathable, heat-insulating and moisture-resistant

 Standard color: black, natural white or felt look (gray)

Product characteristics of SONO-LED?
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SONO LED 
as desired

 individually in RAL colors
    paintable

 with any design (logo, pattern)
   printable for a original and
   special look
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Reception hall concept with SONO-LED ROUND 16, SONO-LED ROUND FIVE and acoustic panel SONO-LED LEWO38 LENS
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Schematic representation of light and acoustic elements

SONO-LED WALL 2

Combinable solutions of light and sound absorber (SONO-LED ROUND 16 and
SONO-PANEL) in connection with free-standing partition walls.
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Mounting types
(Ceiling, pendulum & wall)

3

TYPES

10

3
Primary colors

(black, felt gray & white)

SONO-LED ROUND 1 SONO-LED ROUND 16 SONO-LED SQUARE 16

SONO-LED RETANGLE 3 SONO-LED ROUND E27 SONO-LED ROUND FIVE

SONO-LED WALL 1 SONO-LED LEWO38 LENS SONO-LED LEWO38 REFLECTOR
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General terms and conditions of sale and delivery can be found on our websites.

Delivery from the factory
Image material was provided by LEDWORKS / Lextho.
All units of measurement were given in millimeters.
Misprints and errors are reserved.

Our terms and conditions as well as delivery and payment conditions apply to all products.
AUSTRIA & GERMANY

LED-WORKS AUSTRIA GmbH
Au 54
A-6134 Vomp

Fon  +43 5242-66258
Mail office@led-works.eu
Web www.led-works.eu

SWITZERLAND

LEDWORKS®SWISS 
LexTho GmbH
Aspstrasse 44
CH-8472 Seuzach

Fon  +41 52 320 00 40
Mail info@lextho.ch
Web www.lextho.ch
Web www.led-works.eu


